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By Phaidon

Phaidon, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. 1. 75 fail-proof recipes for pizza, focaccia, and calzone
from the world s most trusted and bestselling Italian cookbook series.Making pizza at home has
never been easier! The Silver Spoon Italian Cooking School: Pizza teaches everything you need to
know about making not just fresh pizzas but foccacia, calzones, and savory pies at home. With the
illustrated step-by-step instructions, readers learn to make basic pizza dough and classic pizza
dishes such as a Margarita, Neopolitan, Quattro Formaggi, and so many more.Readers build their
cooking repertoire as they progress through the books, building confidence with simple recipes at
the start and advancing to more challenging dishes. The Silver Spoon Italian Cooking School series
is designed for modern cooks to prepare healthy, delicious, and authentic recipes in their own
home.Ideal for cooking novices, each book in the series features illustrated instructions for basic
techniques and a collection of 75 Italian recipes to keep readers inspired. The Silver Spoon is the
most influential and bestselling Italian cookbook of the last 50 years.From the publisher of The
Silver Spoon, the most influential and bestselling Italian cookbook of the last 50 years. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

This is an amazing book that I actually have actually read through. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not truly feel
monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Scottie Schr oeder  DDS-- Scottie Schr oeder  DDS

Merely no phrases to spell out. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your way of life period is going to be enhance once you
complete reading this publication.
-- Joa nie Ha m ill I--  Joa nie Ha m ill I
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